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TEACHING EMOTIONS 
 

 

1. Teach recognizing happy feelings first-Create a “Happy/Pleasure Book”, by collecting 

photos, mementos, etc. of things that makes the individual happy.  (e.g. favorite activities, 

people, interests, etc.) This should be ongoing. 

2. Take candid photos of individuals displaying various emotions in many environments. 

Have the individual label the emotions exhibited in the photos and write the emotion on the 

photo. 

3. Role-play and have the individual freeze the action to call attention to body posture and 

facial expressions.  

4. Videotape individual, teacher, and others in real life scenarios and in set up settings and 

have the student label the emotion and tell why the emotion is being exhibited.  

5. Use emotion posters: Act out or describe a scene and have the student identify the feelings 

of the participant. Discuss how you could change the feeling of the participants through 

words and/or actions. This teaches the impact of one’s words/actions on others. 

6. Look through magazines and cut out photos of people showing basic emotions. Have them 

label the emotions seen and what makes the people in the pictures feel the way they do. 

7. Watch clips of video or TV without the sound and guess the feelings portrayed. (Can pause 

videos to discuss what you are viewing) 

8. Use a feelings thermometer to help the students see the varying degrees of emotions. Help 

them to rank situations that cause varying degrees for them. 

9. Using emotion cards, have the students act out various emotions. e.g. angry-pounding fist 

on table or stomping feet 

10. Have emotion cards and read a story and have the students use the cards to label the 

emotions of the characters throughout the story. 

11. Role-play steps for teaching the individual how to show understanding of other’s feelings. 

Set up situations where the individuals have to respond to another person demonstrating an 

emotion. e.g. child falls down and is crying, child loses a game, child broke his favorite 

toy, etc. Initially the student will need a script to know what to say and how to respond to 

the individual. 

12. Make up a board game: Student reads a situation and then labels the feeling word.  

e.g. “Your dad asks you to take out the garbage during your favorite TV program …” 

13. Have the student keep a feeling diary for several days. Student describes the 

situations and the emotions he demonstrated. 

 

* Baker, Jed,  Social Skills Training 

* McAfee, Jeanette, Navigating the Social World (book and DVD) 

*  Winner, Michelle, Thinking About You Thinking About Me 

* Winner, Michelle, Social Thinking: Across the Home and School Day (video) 
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Teaching Perspective Taking Skills 

 

 

1. Teach Field of Vision Tasks: Begin with this skill for students who don’t realize that the 

listener may not be able to see things as he does. You and the student begin sitting beside 

each other but facing opposite directions. Begin by stating what you see and then ask the 

student what he sees. Continue asking questions such as Can I see ______? Can you see 

______? (Things visible only to teacher or student), Who can see the _____?  You may 

need to begin with dolls/puppets so that the student can see all objects. 

2. Teach Pretending: Use real objects or photographs showing people engaged in pretend 

play and have the student state what the object is really used for and how it is being used in 

this setting. e.g. using a bowl as a hat, plate as a steering wheel, banana as a phone, etc. 

3. Teach Illogical Placement: This assists the student in having to think about what another 

person will guess. Place an item in a container where it is not usually found, e.g. cookies in 

an ice cream container, blocks in an egg carton, hat in a shoe box, etc. Ask “What do you 

think is in the box?” and student makes a guess and opens the box. Next ask, “What will 

Johnny think is in the box?” 

4. Teach Eye Gaze: The student learns to look at the listeners eye gaze in order to make a 

prediction of what the speaker might be thinking about. 

a. Teach that eyes are like arrows. Draw some eyes and objects on paper and have the 

student draw arrows to what the eyes see. 

b. Teach that what a person sees is often what he is thinking about. 

c. Look at objects in the room and have the student guess what you are thinking 

about. 

d. Look at photographs of people that show their eye gaze and have the student make 

guesses as to what the people/person are looking at based on their eye gaze. 

5. Teach Whole Body Listening/Proximity: see handout on whole body listening. 

6. Teach Different Experiences: Teaching the student that his experience may differ from his 

listener.  For example, “I may love pizza, but you may not.” “’Star Wars’ may be my 

favorite movie, but you may have never seen it.” The student must learn to understand that 

he may have strong feelings on a subject, but his listener may have a different opinion or 

has never experienced it.  

a. Use photographs of family, school, work events, etc. to address this skill. For 

example, ask the student if he had a good time and why? Ask if you had a good 

time and why? Ask if others (be specific) had a good time and why? The student 

will need to determine who was at the event and answer accordingly. If you were 

not there, the answer for whether you enjoyed the event would be “I wasn’t there.” 

b. Next use photographs that do not contain the child, or ask questions about weekend 

activities, field trips, videos, TV shows watched etc.  

7. Teach the difference between think, know, and guess. Use videos, situation cards, TV 

shows, stories, to talk about what the student knows and what he thinks. Teach him to 

make guesses on what he knows and thinks. 

8. Teach Different Knowledge: The student learns to answer questions based on the 

knowledge he has to answer them. e.g. “Did I buy a new car yesterday?” The student 

doesn’t have the information and must learn to answer, “I don’t know.” The teacher should 

ask about people, places, activities, etc. and should intersperse information he knows with 

information he doesn’t know.  
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9. Assist the student in creating information files on individuals in their group, family, 

friends, etc. Write down things the individual likes to do, information about his family, 

school, etc. and then practice using this information to generate questions and comments 

while talking with the individual. (See Winner’s, Thinking About You, Thinking About 

Me and handout on “What you remember about others”) 

10. Teach about making impressions on others: You make impressions by: 1.) How you look,  

2.) By what you say, and 3.) By what you do—body language. 

11. Teach the difference between facts and opinions and respecting other’s opinions. Role-play 

students stating their preferences and teaching appropriate responses even though the 

listener doesn’t agree. Stress understanding for other’s feelings.  (See teaching emotions 

page) 

12. Teach recognition of false information: assists student in recognizing lies and absurd 

statements. 

13. Have student watch and/or read adds and help them to recognize hidden agendas. 

14. Teach showing compassion: Teach the student to express concern for people in need. Role-

play situations and provide scripts of appropriate responses—e.g. another child scrapes his 

leg—student could say, “Are you ok?” or “Do you need a band aide?” etc. 

15. Have the student(s) make a video practicing the concepts they’ve been learning. 

 

 

Baker, J., Social Skills Training 

Gajewski, N., Hirn, P., Mayo, P., Social Skill Strategies 

Harris, S., Weiss, M., Reaching Out, Joining In Teaching Social Skills to Young Children with 

Autism 
Winners, M., Thinking About You, Thinking About Me 

Winners, M., Inside Out: What Makes A Person With Social Cognitive Deficits Tick? 

Winners, M., Social Thinking: Across the Home and School Day (video) 
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Whole Body Listening 

 
*Teach the child to listen with the whole body.  

 

1. You listen with your shoulders and feet by turning toward the person who is talking.  

2. You listen with your chest by keeping it up and pointed toward the person who is talking.  

3. You listen with your hands by not distracting other people or yourself-keep hands quiet.  

4. You listen with you ears by hearing what other people are saying.  

5. You listen with your brain by thinking about what other people are saying.  

6. You listen with your eyes by looking at people’s faces and eyes when they are talking to 

you.  

7. You listen with your mouth by only making comments or asking questions about what the 

person is talking about-don’t interrupt. 

• Play games such as Charades or Guesstures to develop body awareness. 

• Role Play activities that demonstrate appropriate and inappropriate body language. 

• Videotape children during activities and then discuss their body language. 

• Watch videos/movies (keep the volume off) and discuss what you know about the 

characters from their body language. 

• Practice joining a group by entering the group with one’s body turned toward the group 

and waiting to comment until the appropriate time. 

• Have individuals act out a scene and freeze at certain spots and discuss the “feelings” 

exhibited-noticing facial features, body posture, contextual cues, etc. 

• Teach the students to think with their eyes by noting the eye gaze of the speaker and 

listeners to increase awareness of what is being communicated. 
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Language Skills Needed for Conversation 

• Ability to answer questions 

• Ability to ask questions 
*Michelle Winners discusses the following types of questions:  

✓ Social questions-e.g. How are you? Where do you go to school? 

✓ Initiation questions e.g. What did you do last night? 

✓ Questions asking for more information e.g. What did you do in Florida?  

✓ Questions showing the other person you are interested (sustaining the topic) e.g. 

That’s interesting, did you find any other shells? 

✓ Bridging questions (switching the topic of conversation to what you want to talk 

about)  e.g. “Pokemon is fun, but do you like to play Super Mario? 

• Ability to answer yes/no, simple, and open-ended questions 

• Ability to use conventional responses and respond to common 

occurrences 

✓ Examples of conventional responses are pardon me, sorry, nice to meet you, etc. 

✓ Examples of common occurrences are “Bless you” when someone sneezes, “Are 

you ok?” when someone is coughing, “What’s wrong?” when someone is crying, 

etc. 

• Ability to respond to a statement with a statement 

Example: “That was a hard test!” - “It sure was.” 

• Ability to respond to a statement with a question 

Example: “I didn’t like that movie.” - “Why didn’t you like it?” 

• Ability to make comments 

*M.Winner’s teaches three types of comments 

✓ Supportive comments: verbal and nonverbal e.g. “wow”, “that’s right”, “cool” 

✓ Add-on comments: comments that help maintain the topic e.g. “I’ve been there”,  

“Mom told me about that video.” 
✓  Bridging comments: comments that aid the individual in changing the topic to a 

topic the commenter wants to talk about, but must show some relationship to the 

present topic. e.g. Topic: vacations “I went to Disney World for my vacation.”—

“That sounds like fun, have you ever been to Universal Studios?”    

• Ability to initiate language 
✓ Teach the student to ask permission to join an activity 

✓ Teach how to approach someone to begin a social activity 

✓ Teach how to ask what another person is doing e.g. “What are you building?” 
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✓ Give scripts or written cards to use as aids in the beginning stages. (for example, 

an index card with short scripts on how to initiate a conversation about favorite 

video games, movies, etc.) 

✓ Teach asking for HELP. It is a crucial initiation skill necessary for success in the 

classroom. It must often be taught to students with autism. 

• Teaching Conversation 

The above skills are necessary before addressing conversation skills.  

• Additional language skills to be taught: Giving and receiving 

compliments, tone and volume of voice, introducing self and others, joining and ending a 

conversation, staying on topic, taking turns talking, asking a question when you don’t 

understand, saying “I don’t know.”, asking for permission, making an apology, expressing 

an opinion, accepting others opinions, how and when to interrupt, understanding and use 

of slang and idioms, understanding and telling jokes. 

**Teaching perspective taking skills is necessary in order to achieve the above skills. For 

example, if the individual cannot think about what the other person is thinking about, he cannot 

ask questions or comment relevant to that individual. 
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How to Write a Social Story 
 

  Children with autism experience difficulties with social interaction. The theory of mind 

describes the problems they face in seeing the perspective of another person. A common strategy 

for dealing with this is using social stories to help individuals on the autism spectrum to ‘read’ 

and understand social situations. 

 

Appropriate social behaviors are explained in the form of a story. It was developed by Carol Gray 

and seeks to include answers to questions that autistic persons may need to know to interact 

appropriately with others (for example, answers to who, what, when, where, and why 

in social situations). 

 

A social story is designed for the specific child and may include things the child values and is 

interested in. For example, if a child likes dinosaurs, you could include dinosaurs as characters in a 

story about going to school, etc. Children with autism are often visual learners, so the story can 

include drawings, pictures, and even real objects. 

 

How a social story is put together 

Carol Gray recommends a specific pattern to a social story. The pattern includes several 

descriptive and perspective sentences. 

 

Descriptive sentences 

Descriptive sentences describe what people do in particular social situations, and clearly define 

where a situation occurs, who is involved, what they are doing, and why. An example of a 

descriptive sentence is “Sometimes at school, the fire alarm goes off. The fire alarm is a loud bell 

that rings when there is a real fire or when we are practicing getting out of the building. The 

teachers, janitors, and principal all help us to line up and go outside quickly. The fire alarm is loud 

so that everyone can hear it. Sometimes I think it is too loud.” 

 

Perspective sentences 

This type of sentence presents others’ reactions to a situation so that the individual can learn how 

others’ perceive various events. These describe the internal states of people, their thoughts, 

feelings, and mood. Perspective sentences present others’ reactions to a situation so that the 

individual can learn how others perceive various events. Example of a perspective sentence: “The 

fire alarm does not bother all people. The teachers, janitors, and principal may not understand how 

much the fire alarm bothers me. Sometimes they get mad if I do not move quickly or get confused. 

Their job is to get me outside quickly so I am safe in case there is a real fire.” 

 

Directive sentences 

Directive sentences direct a person to an appropriate desired response. They state, in positive 

terms, what the desired behavior is. Given the nature of the directive sentence, care needs to be 

taken to use them correctly and not to limit the individual’s choice. The greater the number of 

descriptive statements, the more opportunity for the individual to supply his/her own responses to 

the social situation. The greater the number of directive statements, the more specific the cues for 

how the individual should respond. 
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These are always stated in positive terms and are individualized statements of desired responses. 

Directive sentences often follow descriptive sentences, sharing information about what is expected 

as a response to a given cue or situation. Directive sentences often begin with “I can try…” “I will 

try…” or “I will work on….” Example of a directive sentence: “I will work on staying calm when 

the fire alarm rings.” 

 

Care should be taken not to have too many directive and/or control sentences turn asocial story 

into an “anti-social story” of demands and commands. 

 

Control sentences 

These sentences identify strategies the person can use to facilitate memory and comprehension of 

the social story. They are usually added by the individual after reviewing the social story. A 

control sentence should be written or inspired by the child. Example of a control sentence: “When 

the fire alarm rings, will think about a the dinosaurs following each other out of the forest to 

escape the burning meteors.” 

 

When the story is put together, you may include pictures that mean something to the child and will 

help them remember the story. The story can be used as a bed-time story, a story for story time, 

etc. It may be read daily by the child or read to the child at various times during the week. Carol 

Gray reports fantastic results with her stories. 

 

Don’t have too many directive and control sentences 

Two other types of sentences are sometime used: directive and control sentences. These sentences 

may not be used at all and if they are, Carol Gray recommends using them in the ration of 0 – 1 

directive or control sentence(s) for every 2 – 5 descriptive and/or perspective sentences. 

 

Carol Gray developed the social story ratio which defines the proportion of directive or control 

sentences to descriptive and/or perspective sentences. She suggests that for every one directive or 

control sentence, there should be two to five descriptive and/or perspective sentences. Directive or 

control sentences may be omitted entirely depending on the person and his/her needs. 

 

How to use social stories 

If the individual with autism can read, the parent can introduce the story be reading it twice. The 

person then reads it once a day independently. When the individual with autism cannot read, the 

parent can read the story on a videotape or audio tape with cues for the person to turn the page 

while reading. These cues could be a bell or verbal statement when it is time to turn the page. 

The person listens and ‘reads’ along with the story once a day. When individual with autism 

develops the skills displayed in the social story, the story can be faded. This can be done by 

reducing the number of times the story is read a week and only reviewing the story once a month 

or as necessary. Another way of fading is to rewrite the story, gradually removing directive 

sentences from the story. 

 

Social stories can be used for many purposes 

Social stories can be used for more than learning how to interact in social situations. They can be 

used to learn new routines, activities, and how to respond appropriately to feelings like anger and 

frustration. While studies are currently assessing the effectiveness of social stories, they appear to 

be a promising method for improving the social behaviors of autistic individuals. 
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What does research say about social stories? 

Research to date indicates that social stories may be effective in improving adaptive behavior or 

reducing problem behavior, especially if used with applied behavior analysis methods. However, 

children on the autism spectrum will only benefit from this approach if they are able to 

communicate in sentences that connect different ideas to each other. 

 

Several studies with small groups of school age children on the autism spectrum have reported 

benefits from using social stories. Social stories are seen as effective as long as they are suited to 

the child’s communication skills. As with many interventions for Autism Spectrum Disorders, 

more empirical research with larger numbers of children involved is needed to fully 

qualify social stories as an evidence-based intervention. 

 

Examples of Social Stories 

Not Listening 

It’s important to look at people and stop what I’m doing when they have something to tell me. 

Sometimes grown-ups tell me very important things that I need to know. 

If I don’t look & listen I might miss something important and make the grown-ups angry. 

I know it’s wrong to keep doing what I’m doing when grown-ups want me to listen. 

I will listen to grown-ups when they talk to me. 

 

Tuning into People 

I only think about what people are saying or doing. 

When I remember to do this, I make friends and I know what’s going on. 

If I think about other things I can get distracted, I might even get stuck. 

People will think I’m weird and they won’t want to play with me. 

I will always think about what people are saying and doing. 

 

Interrupting 

I can’t interrupt when others are having a conversation or are busy with something. 

It’s not polite 

If it’s extremely important, I can tap the person on the shoulder and say excuse me, otherwise I 

must be patient and wait until they’re finished. 

Interrupting makes people angry because you stop them from talking and they might forget what 

they were talking about. 

Everyone deserves to talk without being interrupted. 

Grown-ups like polite children 

They’re especially proud of children who do not interrupt. 

Sometimes I might think it’s important and the grown-up will tell me it’s not. If that happens, I 

need to wait patiently. 
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Name: _____________________________________________  Date:  ______________ 
 

 

CHECKING MY OWN BEHAVIOR 
 

 

 

1. SELF- AWARENESS:  I need to increase my awareness of:  

(write down a behavior you are trying to get rid of!) 
      

       ________________________________________________________________________ 

If I am on the self-awareness phase, then my teacher will “nag” me to pay            

attention to this behavior. 

 

 

2. SELF-MONITOR:  I can monitor my behavior by thinking      

        about it.  When I think about it, I can control it! 
 

          ________________________________________________________________________ 

   

       If I am an the self-monitoring phase, then I should be paying attention to my   

      behavior all by myself.  My teacher might remind me to pay attention to it! 

 

3. SELF-CONTROL:  I can control my behavior by: 

 

      _________________________________________________ 
 

If I am in the self control phase, then I should be able to control this behavior 

myself most of the time.  My teacher might remind me that I should be in charge 

of controlling it!   

 

 

Copyright 2000, Michelle G. Winner, SLP 

Permission to duplicate for educational purposes only. 
  

 


